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SYNOPSIS
What is the quest of Alain Ducasse, the little boy
from Landes who became the most renowned chef
and culinary mentor in the world? What can a man
who seems to have everything still be searching
for? With 23 restaurants across the globe and 18
Michelin stars, Alain Ducasse continues to create
restaurants for our times, to build schools, to push

the boundaries of his profession toward new horizons
with his boundless curiosity. He relentlessly travels
the world: for him, cooking is an infinite universe.
This public, yet secretive man agreed to be followed
for two years, thereby revealing to us his perpetually
evolving universe.

NOTE

OF INTENT
What drives Alain Ducasse? Where does this multi-starred chef, who heads dozens of establishments
across the globe find his thirst for new challenges?
To find out, filmmaker Gilles de Maistre closely followed this Monegasque icon for 18 months. From
Paris to Tokyo and Rio, by way of China, the United
States, Monaco, the Philippines, and... Mongolia, Gilles
de Maistre took part in every trip, every adventure
overseas. Fading into the background, a discreet travelling companion and witness, wielding a camera
that knows when to vanish, de Maistre was granted
privileged access like no one ever before: immediate
proximity with this tremendous man. He sought to
understand the man himself, beyond his image as a
great chef of upscale French cuisine.

The images reveal a former farm boy from south-western Landes, who has remained committed to food that
is both good and beautiful, attentive to cultures both
near and far. But also a businessman moving in high
circles, while remaining a fervent activist for maintaining the traditions of artisans and farmers. An ambassador for natural cuisine poised between tradition and
modernity, Alain Ducasse travels across the globe, ceaselessly moving about, here today and there tomorrow
– in his cooking school in Manila where children from
the streets are rehabilitated, in the Palace of Versailles
to recreate the luxurious Suppers of the Kings – driven
by an urgent need to know and understand everything.
To sample everything (in life). This is THE QUEST OF
ALAIN DUCASSE. A vocation, a destiny.

INTERVIEW

WITH ALAIN DUCASSE
Be honest, Alain: was this film something you
wanted and sought out?
Not at all. I didn’t initiate it in any way. For one
year, Gilles de Maistre kept coming to see me to discuss his project and try to convince me. Each time,
I dodged, I said I wasn’t interested, that I couldn’t
see the point. He would reply: “It won’t be like that:
it will be a real film, not just another documentary,
it will be conceived for the big screen.” This went
on for over a year. Then, one day, a mutual friend,
the journalist Eric Roux, called me and said: “Alain,
stop being difficult. Gilles is an extraordinary man.
You have to meet with him and Jérôme Seydoux,
the president of Pathé.” We went to lunch, and they
came at me again. They said they absolutely wanted
to make a real cinematic film, that they would make
it with me or not at all. They kept hammering their
arguments: “We want to be your eyes and show
what you see in the world. We want to know what
you do when you’re exploring the planet, what you’re
looking for in China, in Japan, in Brazil, during your
professional travels throughout the year. We want
access to Alain Ducasse, the man, to transcribe his
never-ending quest.”
What made you change your mind?
They wore me down. I told them I was worried about
it being time-consuming, and invading my private
sphere. Of eventually having to face the finished
product. I was wary after what happened to the
oenologist Michel Rolland in Jonathan Nossiter’s documentary MONDOVINO. I happened to see Rolland
a few weeks after the film came out. I asked him:
“How did you ever let them trick you like that?” He
replied that, when you spend weeks, even months
living with one or several cameras that are always
rolling, following you everywhere, tracking you from
one place to another, you forget who’s doing what,

whether you’re on or off. That’s what I was worried about, the trap of the loaded documentary.
Even though I have absolutely nothing to hide. But
this isn’t a journalistic investigation, it’s more like
a logbook. Gilles has been known for years for his
immersive documentaries, he always works with a
shoulder camera. He’s used to filming in often delicate, even dangerous situations, and has learned to
be discreet and let people forget he’s there.
So, the flexibility of the filming process was
what finally overcame your reluctance?
Among other things. Gilles agreed to a few rules of
the game. We didn’t want the film to follow rigid
trajectories, we wanted it to be natural, for the filming to reflect my travelling schedule, the people I
meet, the restaurants I visit. This allowed us to build
a relationship based on trust and fluidity. Making a
promotional film was out of the question.
You can feel Gilles de Maistre’s point of view,
what interests him, his gaze from the right distance. But the script is loose enough that you
don’t feel like you’re following a rigid track.
We never tried to accentuate things. The different
sequences correspond to various trips I made, approximately every three months, to visit my restaurants overseas. Of course, Gilles didn’t keep everything. Out of hundreds of hours of rushes, he only
kept an hour-and-a-half, but the essence is there.
Spontaneous images, scents, meetings with my
collaborators... It’s his film, not mine, his vision of
things. Gilles had to make choices. He didn’t keep
the chapter on my restaurant in Las Vegas: it’s gorgeous, we serve hundreds of people every day, business is booming, but... But it didn’t add anything.
The scoop in this film is that we see you smi-

ling, curious, bright-eyed, always testing, tasting, nibbling, eating non-stop, in the city, in
the countryside, wearing jeans and no tie, a
far cry from the somewhat rigid, technocratic
image you’re sometimes associated with...
Maybe because I’m happy doing what I do. If I hadn’t
become a chef, I would have probably been a traveller. Travels shape the mind, open up new horizons,
and that’s precisely why they humble you. I take
pleasure in always discovering new places, new
cultures, people, techniques and know-how. How
can one manage to still be surprised by one’s own
restaurants? It’s hard, yes, but it’s feasible. Each
one must have its own style, its own personality.
In Tokyo, you can see me at Beige restaurant. I’m
sampling the new dishes by my chef, Kei Kojima,
who has been a collaborator for nearly twenty years.
I assure him that everything is very, very good, terribly delicious... But something’s missing, it needs
stamina, a peak...
“Peak,” that’s the word that is most repeated
throughout the film...
The peak evokes the notion of contrast, of tension –
the affirmation of a difference. In this profession, if

you don’t nurture what makes you different, you’re
dead. Accepting your own identity, every aspect of
it, almost like a positive caricature. I take as much
pleasure in eating gummy, gelatinous chicken feet
in a casual Chinese restaurant – so casual that one
of my collaborators was too afraid to invite me there
– than in an upscale restaurant. What drives my
mind? The relentless quest for excellence, always
being the best in the category you’ve chosen for
yourself. Whether it’s a menu for 20 or 1,000 euros.
That’s why I stretch myself, I create both restaurants of very high gastronomy and bistros, I advise
the educational world and the medical world on their
restaurant spaces. Without noisily revelling in some
form of social involvement.
But in Manila, we discover your cooking school,
where you help children get off the streets...
Something is happening, it’s a touching sequence,
you can feel Gilles is also emotionally involved, since
as a documentarist he has often filmed children living on the street. Ten years ago, Ducasse Education opened a training school in Manila. For a few
years, it has been rehabilitating underprivileged kids
to teach them a trade and get them off the streets.
Cooking can be a social lever, it’s a profession that

allows the best and brightest to integrate. I hope
someday one of these children from Manila will
become the chef at one of my restaurants. In our
industry, there is a plethora of non-decentralisable
jobs that are enabling real upward mobility. I like to
point out that 85% of my collaborators started out
as kitchen helpers or interns within the company.
On the other end of the social spectrum, you have
the preparations for and opening of the great Ducasse restaurant Ore at the Palace of Versailles,
which is the film’s main narrative thread.
Of course, there’s a huge gap. Versailles is truly an
insane project: reinterpreting, three centuries later,
with a modern vision, what the kings would have devised in keeping with their tradition. But you have to
be careful, tradition isn’t always right. You just need
to preserve its DNA, make it evolve, shake it up. In
Versailles, we worked a lot with the
curators of the Palace, studied historical menus, reinterpreted original
outfits with a costume designer. It
isn’t a pastiche but a modern reading of three centuries of tradition
resulting in this grandiose form
of reception and cuisine, infinitely
better, more precise, and radically
refined. Where luxury is never anecdotal.
We also see you get involved
with Italian chef Massimo Bottura and his “Refettorio” project
by cooking for the destitute residents of Rio’s favelas...
Yes, I love Massimo, and his educational project against food waste
is really terrific. He’s proving that
nothing should be thrown out when
cooking, that you can feed people
very well even with few ingredients.
All the greatest chefs in the world
are happy to take part in this travelling initiative which Bottura, the
chef at Osteria Francescana, one of

the best restaurants in the world, is about to export, after Milan, Rio, and London, to Canada and
the United States as well. That day in Rio, we had
nothing but sardines, manioc, and bananas. Almost
nothing, but enough to feed people in need, sharing not only food, but a sensation of pleasure, of
dialogue, of communion. No, we didn’t change their
lives. We only shared a happy moment together. And
that is priceless.
Versailles and the favelas, Mongolia... Always
stretching out.
But that’s everything. That’s what can be hard to
understand, and what Gilles manages to show. It’s a
privilege for us to be able to welcome the presidents
of France, Russia, or the United States, respectively
at Versailles or at the Jules Verne, or the president
of Mongolia at Plaza Athénée. That last anecdote is

«If I hadn’t become a chef, I would have probably been a traveller.
Travels shape the mind, open up new horizons, and that’s precisely why they humble you. I take pleasure in always discovering
new places, new cultures, people, techniques, know-how.»

incredible. The president of Mongolia was scheduled
to make an official visit to Paris. It was the Friday of
the Bataclan attack. Paris was in shock. The Elysée
barely had time to react and inform them that the
reception was cancelled. I volunteered to invite the
Mongolian president at Plaza Athénée. As a result,
a few months later, he invited me to discover his
country. Hence the admittedly surreal sequence in
the middle of the steppe, and out of nowhere a motorcycle emerges from clouds of dust and comes up
to us. “Here’s our first customer,” I chuckled. But it’s
not a joke, we’re seriously thinking about our first
restaurant in Mongolia...
You also meet with Laurent Fabius, François
Hollande...
During the meeting for COP21 on climate change in
December 2015, I had offered François Hollande to

organise a reception for the heads of state in keeping
with the topic. An upscale dinner for 32 presidents,
but costing less than 20 euros per person. A menu
consisting solely of vegetables, seeds, sustainable
fish, roots. A symbolic gesture, politically motivated
to show the world you could have a humble upscale
dinner. François Hollande was in favour of it, but
things went in a different direction. Disappointed,
I invited Hollande for lunch two months later in the
aquarium, the private table located in front of the
kitchen at Plaza Athénée. I served him the menu he
had... been spared. This upscale menu of humble
cuisine featured bitterness, acidity. Natural cuisine,
within anyone’s reach. Hollande loved it, he told me
how much he regretted that missed opportunity, for
which he was in no way responsible. But I concede
it was perhaps too radical for the system, the Elysée
establishment.

Interview by Andrea Petrini on July 18th, 2017 in Paris.

INTERVIEW WITH

GILLES DE MAISTRE
You are known for your work as a filmmaker and a great reporter, playing on multiple
fields, from fiction to production, from deeply
immersive documentaries on serious subjects
such as those who are excluded from society,
or children trapped in hellish wars. In other
words, nobody expected a journalist-documentarist who won the Albert Londres Prize
in 1990 to head a project revolving around
Alain Ducasse, one of the greatest chefs on
the planet. What interests you about the world
of cooking?
I’ve long been interested in it. I come from a place
where cooking was always very important, a factor
in bringing families together. When I was a child, the
mandatory Sunday lunch was a real gathering that
strengthened bonds. My Savoyard father passed on
to me a respect for products, festive atmospheres,
scents, traditional dishes, sharing around a table. As
a young boy, I regularly went to restaurants with my
parents, I even rated my favourites. So, cooking is in
my genes, it has always been nested somewhere within my emotional development. Except I didn’t use
it to kick off my career as a journalist. But gradually, in the midst of other projects, it silently made its
way into my centres of interest. Around fifteen year
ago, I took part in a series of documentaries, which
was somewhat successful and was often broadcast
in France, namely on Arte, on avant-garde chefs, who
seem to be the polar opposite of Alain Ducasse. We
called them “the kitchen alchemists,” chefs who favoured injecting science and chemistry into cooking,
which was then known as molecular gastronomy: Ferran Adrià from Catalonia and his restaurant El Bulli,
and Heston Blumenthal with the Fat Duck in Bray, in
Great Britain. But also Pierre Gagnaire from France,
who was the first to embody this tendency in our
country by working closely with the physical chemist
Hervé This.

Indeed, these chefs are “experimentalists,”
with cooking methods that are quite removed
from the preponderance of excellence and naturalness so dear to Alain Ducasse...
Cooking is a universe that is fascinating in every
way, because it is very varied. It offers a perspective on the lives of people, one of the most beautiful
ways of narrating culture, human genius, its diversity... There are classics, modernists, and schools
of thought that exchange and clash. And feeding
on it all is the new rising generation who must find
their place, assert themselves while taking into
account their own dreams and needs, without forgetting everything that came before them. For the
Cuisine TV channel, I also took part in “Coup de
Jeune,” a series of shows about the latest generations, the coming renewal. We filmed two rising
stars among others, Bertrand Grébaut from Septime
in Paris and Alexandre Couillon from La Marine in
Noirmoutier. But I had long been dreaming of doing
something more ambitious than all the documentaries and shows on television, a project that would
be conceived and made for the big screen. In order
to honour cooking in a film, we absolutely needed a
unique figure, someone who changed the culinary
arts for the century, but whom we knew nothing
about apart from his image in the media, not his
personal life and, most important, his work process,
his inner fire. Alain Ducasse was a natural choice.
Eric Roux, with whom I had worked and who knew
him personally, confirmed my intuition. He said to
me: it’s a risky wager, it’s a long shot, but let’s try it.
From what I understand, that was the beginning of a long period of bargaining, of wearing
down Alain in order to convince him...
Our first meeting didn’t go too well, it’s true. I was
impressed, eager to convince him, he was rather

cold, distant, and as he can be when speaking to
people he isn’t sure he can trust. He barely spoke
to me at all. Except to automatically repeat that he
didn’t see the point of the project, that he was wary
of television and images, that making a film about
him was utterly uninteresting. For one year, we went
back and forth, trying to make him understand that
we were suggesting an entirely different project.
Something unprecedented, never seen before. After
a few meetings, I think he began to understand that
I only wanted to show who he really was, far from
the clichés and preconceived notions about him. I
also told him that it had to be with him, or it would
fail, that it made no sense to do it with another great
chef, that he was peerless. That if he got on board
with this ambitious film, worthy of a three-star restaurant, he would have to get used to the idea of
being followed and filmed everywhere for at least
18 months, but in a discreet way, where he would
let me film his life honestly, and I would respect
the reality of his personality. After all this delay, he
saw that I kept insisting, that I really wanted this
film to happen. I think I aroused his curiosity with
my relentlessness, and maybe I even won some of
his respect. But he wouldn’t make the decision, and
we were stalled. Exactly one year after our first
meeting, his closest collaborator, Emmanuelle Per-

rier, was still expressing scepticism: “I’ve known
the chef for over twenty years, usually I can predict,
even anticipate his decisions, but in this case... I’m
flying blind, I have no idea how this will all turn out.”
And finally, one day, when we had given up hope,
he said: “OK, let’s go for it.” Even today, three years
later, Alain still teases me mischievously: “Gilles,
we ended up making your film, but I never clearly
agreed to it, did I?”...
In the end, your pugnacity overcame his resistance?
In part, yes. But it was mostly the assurance of
my open vision, the transparency of a privileged
relationship with no interference, just me behind
my camera, and really inserting the narrative within
the flow of time. That’s my work process. Taking
all the time I can, never imposing restrictions on
myself, with no preconceived project, never having
to give in to emergency decisions. Standing firm
on ethical questions, without giving into the temptation to go looking for dirt and define the film’s
subject through his contradictions. On the contrary,
I wanted there to be proximity, almost a certain
“coolitude” between us. To better guarantee transparency and sincerity, both essential conditions for

this general-public film to ring true and real. When
I say “general public,” it’s not a negative thing, I
just mean it isn’t solely aimed at gastronomy aficionados, or just made following the codes of auteur films. Of course, in order to appreciate it, you
need to be at least a little interested in the world
of cooking and chefs. But everything you see in the
film can also be transposed to many other fields, to
any other activity. Jérôme Seydoux, the head of Pathé, very correctly told me that he feels we made a
film about a great chef, but also about management
and excellence. Indeed, behind the exceptional chef
who knows how to delegate in the kitchen, there’s
a unique capacity to manage human relationships
and seek perfection everywhere, in every person,
thing, or product. When you know how hard it is
today to have a good chef, a good maître d’, or a
reliable sommelier in high-responsibility posts, in
Alain Ducasse’s case you’re talking about 2,000 or

people, samples products, forms relationships,
seizes opportunities, dreams of opening restaurants. In his quest as a globetrotter, he never rests.
You can see he finds great pleasure in everything
he does, you see his child-like side, his enduring
enthusiasm for life. He can be harsh, abrupt. But
he is a fundamentally good person, a far cry from
the monolithic businessman image he is often too
quickly attributed. In fact, that’s the aspect of his
life he enjoys the least, and what drives him isn’t
money, but his passion. Following him was no easy
task, it’s a combat sport that mirrors his legendary,
insatiable thirst for knowledge...
Did you gain a lot of weight during filming?
It’s best not to know these things. From the first
trip, to Beijing, for the opening of a great restaurant
aiming to be the first three-star restaurant in China,

« But I think that’s because he carries his projects with
such sincerity that everyone gets on board pretty quickly.
His life is a flow of stories, passions, rifts, trajectories,
and interests, all woven together. »
even 3,000 people working for his group across the
world. Behind his somewhat cold and distant image,
Alain Ducasse has a gift for connecting with people
and seeing through them. You can see in the film,
he’s firm but kind, direct and sometimes rough, but
with a great sense of humour, he knows how to
laugh at himself, he even enjoys it. With his aura, he
establishes real empathy with all his collaborators.
That’s one of his main strengths.
Did you see him evolve during filming?
No, not really. The day we started rolling, we had
known each other for over a year, we had gotten
to know each other. So he was very natural and
trusting in front of the camera. Everything you see
on the screen is real, with no special effects, filters, or censorship. No one truly knows him, he’s in
the kitchen but not at the stove, he travels, meets

a project that has since been delayed, the pace was
relentless: we ate in restaurants up to five times a
day. And not just one course, but entire menus. Sometimes we would eat three meals in one evening,
leaving one table to rush toward another. And start
over. When he’s eating, Alain’s eyes shine. In his
expression, you can see the inner computer “processing” all the data, sorting out and filing away
info, digesting all the input, connecting tastes, flavours, textures, techniques, drawing conclusions.
Some people, probably those who don’t know him,
presume Ducasse nurses his Machiavellian side...
What exactly do you mean?
They associate him in with the greats of this world. He does rub shoulders with powerful people, he
doesn’t hide his interest for politics. He has cooked
for Hollande and Fabius, Trump, Putin, and Macron.

But deep down, he remains the son of farmers from
Landes, whose childhood on the farm has shaped
his entire development. Fresh vegetables from the
garden were the foundation of his everyday life –
meat was too expensive, chickens and ducks were
reserved to be sold to customers. His memory of
flavours was always evolving, forming the basis, the
bottomless appetite for knowledge, the essential
drive behind his restlessness, his evolution. Machiavellian? I don’t think so. Admittedly, he always
gets his way. But I think that’s because he carries
his projects with such sincerity that everyone gets
on board pretty quickly. His life is a flow of stories,
passions, rifts, trajectories, and interests, all woven
together. Alain lives for cuisine and loves life. Perhaps because he nearly lost his. When we discuss
the tragic plane crash in the Southern Alps, around
thirty years ago, where he was the sole survivor,
Alain calmly says to the camera: “It was a terrible
experience I could have lived without, but I draw
from it everyday.” Meaning: to move forward. Alain
has this very rare ability to turn any experience, positive or negative, into a launchpad to grow, evolve,
progress. He has his doubts, but he never lets go.
He follows his destiny.

Now that THE QUEST OF ALAIN DUCASSE is
finished and the film is coming out in theatres,
will you return to fiction films?
Yes, I’m wrapping up shooting a feature film, a
fiction this time, in South Africa, about the relationship between a little girl and a lion, MIA AND
THE WHITE LION. If all goes well, I’m planning to
start working on another one next spring, in Canada. But to be honest, we got along so well, we
devoured so many kilometres and food together
these past three years, that my collaboration with
Alain won’t end here. There’s still a lot of work of
to do on production and preliminary writing, but
we would like to adapt, in a more journalistic way
than THE QUEST, his latest fascinating book, which
crafts a very precise image of Ducasse as a politically committed French chef, Manger est un acte
citoyen (Eating is an Act of Civic Duty).
To be continued...

Interview by Andrea Petrini on July 19th, 2017 in
Paris.
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